**Venue**

Haus Metzler  
Alt Bonames 6  
60437 Frankfurt am Main  
Germany

**Getting There**

Public Transport:  
From Frankfurt Hauptbahnhof (Mainstation): Take underground line U4 (direction «Enkheim» or «Seckbacher Landstraße») or U5 (direction «Preungesheim») to «Willy-Brandt-Platz». Change here to U2 (direction «Nieder-Eschbach» or «Bad Homburg Gonsenheim») to «Bonames Mitte». From here you can reach Haus Metzler in 600 m by foot. Turn right and follow the Main Street «Homburger Landstraße» and continue straight on «Alt Bonames». When you reach house number 1, turn left into a small alley and then right into the driveway.  
From the Airport: Take S8 or S9 (regional station, direction «Offenbach(Main)Ost» or «Hanau Hbf») to «Hauptwache». Change here to U2 and follow the instructions above.  
By Car:  
From North / South: A 5 at Bad Homburger Kreuz to A 661 in direction Bad Vilbel. Take the exit Nieder-Eschbach/Kalbach/Bonames.  
From Citycenter: Follow «Friedberger Landstraße» to A 661 in direction Bad Homburg. Take the exit Nieder-Eschbach/Kalbach Bonames. Turn left and follow the street «Am Martinszehnten» in direction Bonames, turn left into «Kalbacher Hauptstraße», then go straight.  
In Bonames: 2nd street right «Fleckenbühlstraße», left «Unterer Kalbacher Weg», then «Am Burghof», turn at the crossing diagonally left into «Alt Bonames» and after 20 m right into the driveway.
THURSDAY, 13th SEPTEMBER 2018

from
13:30 Registration
14:30 Welcoming Address

Dr. Marco Schulmerich (Partner of B. Metzler seel. & Sohn Holding AG, Managing Director of Metzler Asset Management GmbH)

14:45 Introduction

Prof. Louis Pahlow (Goethe University, Frankfurt am Main) und Prof. Hideaki Miyajima (Waseda University, Tokyo)

15:00 Keynote
Chair: Prof. Hideaki Miyajima
The History of the External Corporate Governance and the Law in Japan, Prof. Eiji Takahashi (Osaka City University)

15:45 Session I – Stock Systems and Corporate Governance
Chair: Prof. Louis Pahlow
Prof. Leslie Hannah (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Prof. Nao Saito (Ferris University)
Stock Prices under the Part-paid Stock System in Interwar Japan: new Approach measuring the Value of Control Rights

16:45 Coffee Break

17:15 Panel Discussion
Moderator: Prof. Hideaki Miyajima
Clemens Grupp (Head of Corporate Legal Governance and M&A, Boehringer Ingelheim)
Prof. Leslie Hannah (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Prof. Eiji Takahashi (Osaka City University)
Edgar Walk (Chief Economist of Metzler Asset Management GmbH)

Dinner at Haus Metzler

19.30 Dinner at Haus Metzler

FRIDAY, 14th SEPTEMBER 2018

9:30 Session II – Corporate Governance in Law and Debate
Chair: Prof. Christian Kleinschmidt

Prof. Hideaki Miyajima (Waseda University, WIAS and RIETI)
Evolution of Corporate Governance in Japan: Focusing two Peaks of Reforms after banking Crisis and Abernomics (coauthored with Takuji Saito)

Prof. Takashi Shimizu (The University of Tokyo)
«Old» and «New» Japanese Style: the Development of Corporate Governance before and after WWII and the Impact of Corporate Law Reform in 1950

11:30 Coffee Break

12:00 Session III – Control and Strategies
Chair: Prof. Hideaki Miyajima

Prof. Shunsuke Nakaoaka (Kakushikan University)
Rothschild, Warburg and the Mitsui Family – the Case of Ownership and organizational Reforms under the modern legal Constraints in the early 20th Century Japan

Jonathan Krautter (Humboldt University of Berlin)
German Business in Japan, 1950–1975. Establishing Control and Corporate Governance in an emerging Market

Dr. Christian Helm (The Roche Historical Collection and Archive)
Corporate Governance at F. Hoffmann-La Roche (1920s–1950s)

13:30 Lunch

15:00 Session IV – Governing Boards
Chair: Prof. Takashi Shimizu

Prof. Hideaki Miyajima (Waseda University, WIAS and RIETI)
Historical Transition of Insider-Outsider Structure in German Corporate Governance: Krupp and Daimler from 19th Century until today

Prof. Heinrich Menkhaus (Meiji University Tokyo)
The Role of the Kansayaku/Kansayakkai in the Framework of Corporate Governance in Japan from its Creation until today

Dr. Felix Selgert (Bonn University)
The Regulation of Supervisory Board Remuneration in the German Kaiserreich

16:30 Closing Discussion